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CallPlease saves entertainment executive
assistant hours of valuable time

FIND THE RIGHT TECHNOLOGY TO ORGANIZE AND AUTOMATE
THE CALL BACK PROCESS
Organizing and keeping on top of call logs for busy executives is
no easy task. Aside from old school pink message slips and post-its,
most digital tools used to track call messages are not cloud-based,
which makes these tools difficult to customize and keep current.
They don’t enable real-time collaboration or offer global capabilities,
especially among teams that need to be in sync around the clock.
CALLPLEASE ENDS CALL MANAGEMENT CHAOS
After an extensive Internet search, this executive assistant called
on CallPlease. “CallPlease was the virtual service I was looking for.
It’s instantaneous and automated. Now when I log an incoming
call, everyone on the team can see it in real-time. People are always
traveling out of the country, so a mobile friendly, device-agnostic
solution like CallPlease is perfect.”

CHALLENGE:
Manage a high volume of calls and
messages more efficiently than
traditional non cloud-based tools
typically used in entertainment.
SOLUTION:
Deploy cloud-based CallPlease,
built specifically to track, sync and
manage calls, messages, call logs and
phone sheets.
CALLPLEASE BENEFITS:
• Increase productivity by 40%
• Instant, real-time, collaboration across
all platforms and team members
• Easy-to-use, easy-to-learn
for less tech savvy users
• Affordable pricing
• Interface automates call logs and
makes prioritizing call backs simple
• Make better, more focused calls
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CALLPLEASE SAVES TIME AND MAKES CALL MANAGEMENT
WORKFLOW EFFICIENT
This executive assistant has been able to increase productivity
40% using CallPlease. “CallPlease has streamlined our call logs,
enabling our team to quickly and efficiently communicate with
our business associates.”

BACKGROUND:
This premium, paid cable network is headquartered in New
York City. Their content is distributed via major TV providers
including cable, satellite and telco partners, mobile phones,
tablets and connected TV devices.

“

CallPlease was
the virtual service
I was looking for.
It’s instantaneous
and automated.
People are always
traveling out of the
country, so a mobile
friendly, deviceagnostic solution
like CallPlease is
perfect.

CallPlease, the most advanced call productivity app, enables individual users
and teams to manage call logs, history and activity from any device, anytime.
Through real-time collaboration, replace the ancient message pad with the
fully customizable CallPlease interface to manage the calls that are important
to you and your team when they matter most. Built in mind with streamlining your mobile lifestyle, CallPlease helps foster your professional and
personal relationships by allowing you to increase the number of productive
interactions in your network each day. Say goodbye to call chaos and hello
to CallPlease.

For more information, contact us at sales@callplease.com
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